Who doesn't want to know about all that? Long live YCOHNS!

will do it, where we will do it and, importantly, for how long!!!

We are also re

November at 'the Belfry' near Birmingham again as is a great venue and easy to get to from everywhere.

The AGM is very good fun. It provides a forum for discussing all sorts of issues both pertinent to our

consultant careers feel that we are being led by anything but excellent, democratically elected colleagues

even 10 and certainly 20 years ago (says he writing this on his iPad having spent £110 filling up the

Why do we need to be? Well I think we do have reasonable raison d'être. The world we live in is changing

nipping off to the loo without telling them you actually mean your en

just after you have bought the enormous round of non

Well the 'OHNS' bit is easy as that's your job if you're reading this. 'Young' may seem pretty basic but

odd looks. Eventually I thought '...